2 more UCCA-funded Drones reach the frontlines this week
Keeping the troops warm

UCCA purchases and delivers wood burning stoves...
And more wood burning stoves and generators to units in Chernihiv and Kharkiv.
A week of medical deliveries by UCCA Kyiv

UCCA-funded medicines, medical supplies, orthotics and children’s diapers and food were sorted, transported and delivered...
Medical supplies
Orthotics & medicines delivered
... to various hospitals and clinics in Kyiv, Brovary, Chernihiv & Dnipro where they treat Ukraine’s wounded warriors.
UCCA purchases vehicle for evacuating the wounded from the frontlines
Additional Humanitarian Aid is delivered to IDPs

Trucks loaded with warm clothing, medicines, blankets and food
THANK YOU!

The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America would like to thank all its supporters for their generous donations that have allowed us to provide vital humanitarian aid and non-lethal assistance to the brave men and women who are defending democracy on the frontlines.

We hope you will continue keeping Ukraine in your thoughts and prayers.

Wishing you all the best this Holiday Season!

May 2023 bring you much health and happiness and may the New Year bring Victory to Ukraine and Peace to her people!